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The Context
At the Entreprises en action(s)! (Businesses in Action!) forum held on 28 May, the French Minister of the Economy, Bruno Le Maire,
unveiled measures to steer the savings of the French towards corporate pension plans, which should form part of the PACTE1
legislative bill to be presented to the Council of Ministers in May. These measures aim to, on the one hand, simplify and harmonize
taxation and the terms and conditions of the various savings products (retirement savings in particular) without merging them
and, on the other hand, use tax and regulatory relief to encourage savers to choose riskier investment products in companies. For
some economists, more needs to be done when it comes to the reconstruction of investment offerings.

On the Creation of “Retirement Bonds”
Three professors of finance, Lionel Martellini, Robert C. Merton
and Arun S. Muralidhar, suggest issuing bonds with maturities
and durations that would match the retirement age and life
expectancy at retirement.
One of the objectives of the PACTE bill, which is due to be
presented to the Council of Ministers in May, is to redirect the
long-term savings of the French people to make it not only
more productive in terms of funding the economy, but also
more effective in funding their retirement.
An overwhelmingly large fraction of households’ savings is
sterilized in life insurance products, which offer tax benefits but
are not at all adapted to the needs of the retirement planning.
The savings goal of a future retiree can, in fact, be expressed in
simple terms: it involves having enough replacement income
at one’s disposal to ensure that consumption needs during
retirement can be funded. Although the need is clear, it is
currently poorly addressed by existing contracts. In fact, even
euro-denominated contracts, deemed risk-free insofar as they
protect the invested capital, do not secure a minimum amount
of replacement income at retirement.
The question of how relevant long-term savings plans are is all
the more acute today because the stability of our public payas-you-go pension system is threatened by an unprecedented
crisis, facing generally higher life expectancy and a sharp
decline in the number of workers per retiree: this ratio now
stands at 2.2, which is among the lowest in developed countries.
Insofar as the scale of supplementary pension regimes (which,
in France, consists of AGIRC-ARRCO plans) remains relatively
small, employees are obliged to resort to individual savings
plans in order to supplement their state pensions and their
eventual company pension plans. They are in effect becoming
increasingly responsible for their own retirement savings and
investment decisions, and these issues present a tough problem
for people with little or no financial knowledge, interest or
even the time required to implement a retirement plan tailored
to their needs.
To address this challenge, we suggest that the government
regularly issue “retirement bonds”, the two main features
of which would be, on the one hand, the deferment of the
start of payments and, on the other hand, annuities that are
constant in nominal terms (but adjusted for inflation) and paid
over a fixed 20-year period, which roughly corresponds to life
expectancy at retirement.
So, a 55 year-old today would buy a 2028 bond, which would

start paying cash-flows upon retirement at 65 in 2028, and keep
paying for 20 years, through to 2048. The mechanism would be
particularly simple and transparent, making it straightforward
for individuals with little or no financial expertise to constitute
retirement savings: assuming a unit payment size of €5 per bond
on a yearly frequency, an investor buying 2,000 retirement
bonds would secure €10,000 replacement income per year for
20 years in retirement.
In France, in order to encourage more saving for the long term,
these bonds could be specifically adapted to new forms of
euro-denominated contracts to be defined under the PACTE
bill. These bonds would be highly attractive throughout the
entire Euro-zone as they would fit into any investment
programme implemented by individuals or by pension funds.
More generally, these bonds would provide the opportunity to
develop new savings solutions that combine stocks and bonds,
and aimed at producing replacement income during retirement
rather than purely seeking performance with no second though
about the ultimate purpose of doing so.
A Very Serious Threat
The technical details of these issuances, such as the start date
of payments, the duration of cash-flows and the possibility
of indexing them to inflation, must be defined by the issuers,
ideally the French Treasury for public debt, or public or semipublic bodies that are explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the
state and equipped to issue large stocks of debt. In addition
to their social utility, these retirement bonds may also provide
the issuer with benefits. Their deferred maturity makes them
particularly well suited for financing major infrastructure
projects, which incur significant expenses when they are
initiated and only generate income once completed.
The looming pension crisis poses a serious threat to the
cohesion of our social model. In general, individuals do not
start saving for retirement early enough, and they rarely have
the financial literacy required to make sound decisions about
investing such savings. In this context, finance science and
engineering can have far-reaching social benefits by fostering
the emergence of simple and useful innovations for individuals.
The introduction of adapted financial instruments benefiting
from a suitably designed tax framework may not be enough to
solve the pension crisis by itself, but it would be a significant
game changer!

1 - PACTE stands for “Plan d’action pour la croissance et la transformation des entreprises” (Action plan for corporate growth and transformation).

